
Qs & As from CSD RFP 19-503 pre-submission conference 
 
Q: Who was there? 
A: The attendance sheet follows. 
 
Q: There are 4 exterior cameras on light poles shown in the prints, are 3 of those 360 cameras and 
1 fixed? 
Upon further review of the plans for the site, the camera quantities are changing from what was in the RFP. 
 
Please use the quantities shown below for your proposal: 

● 17 interior single-element cameras 
● 8 interior 360-degree cameras with individually aimable elements 
● 23 exterior single-element cameras 
● 2 exterior 360-degree cameras with individually aimable elements 

 
Q: Are you wanting an arm mounted for the cameras or are these mounting to the walls or ceiling 
grid? 
A: Most of the interior cameras will be mounted in acoustic ceiling tiles. The gym however has an exposed 
ceiling so in there the cameras will need to be mounted on poles. The poles will be provided and installed by 
the selected camera installer. This is a new addition to the scope. As this is a change, we will accept 
additional written questions through 5:00pm Monday, February 18. As before, submit questions in writing via 
email to capitalis@csdecatur.net. 
 
For the exterior cameras on the building, they will all be wall mounted. If, in reviewing the plans provided, you 
feel some locations may require a mounting arm to get the best view, please include that as a separate line 
item with unit pricing in your response. 
 
For exterior cameras mounted at the field and the parking lot, as they will be pole mounted, an arm should be 
included. 
 
Q: Do you want the bidders to price providing and installing of surge protection for exterior cameras? 
A: Yes, please include as a separate line item with unit pricing surge protection for all exterior cameras. 
 
Q: Are you able to specify if you are needing continuous control of Pan-Tilt-Zoom (i.e. Digital or 
Optical/Motorized PTZ) for the 360 degree cameras; or is initial setup of the Pan and Tilt sufficient with the 
ability of Remote Focus and Zoom? 
A: Continuous control of Pan and Tilt is not needed. It is sufficient to have the Pan and Tilt set during install 
with only optical Focus and digital or optical Zoom available remotely after install. 
 
Q: Is wall penetration to access the camera cabling the responsibility of the surveillance camera 
installer/vendor or the cabling installer/vendor? Also will they be providing a single gang box at each of these 
locations as well? 
A: The general contractor and cabling vendor are responsible for making all penetrations, both interior to 
exterior and interior to interior through fire rated walls. For penetrations to the exterior, the camera cable will be 
left by the cable vendor coiled with a service loop near the interior end of the penetration conduit and the 



conduit will have pull string in place. It will then be the responsibility of the camera installer to feed the cable or 
a patch cable through the existing conduit and connect it to the camera. There will be a conduit pipe at 
penetrations, but not a box. It will be the responsibility of the camera installer to do any drilling or other work 
necessary to attach the camera or camera mount to the building. Mounting surfaces on the building will be 
brick. 
 
Q: Should the bidders price into our bid response providing a lift for the exterior cameras at the poles & also for 
the cameras in the Cafeteria due to the heights? 
A: Yes, providing a lift where it is needed will be the responsibility of the camera Installer so that should be 
included in your response. It is additionally the responsibility of the camera installer to coordinate use of the lift 
with the general contractor. 
 
For the cafeteria, the cameras will be mounted on acoustic ceiling tiles in suspended ceiling clouds at a height 
of 12 feet above finished floor (see accompanying file "19_503_Camera_Markup.pdf" for ceiling plans). For the 
gym, the height will be higher and require additional mounting hardware as noted above. 
 
Q: On Page 24 of the RFP Attachment E Fee Schedule: Where do you want us to price the Lifts on this pricing 
sheet? 
A: The pricing sheet in the RFP is a guide. All elements on that sheet must be included in your response, but 
please add additional items, such as a lift, as extra line items with unit pricing and quantities as needed. 
 
Q: Can the heights AFF of each camera be provided? 
A: See pages 4-8 of the accompanying file "19-503 Camera Markup.pdf" for the interior ceiling plans and 
heights. 
 
Q: On the Exterior 360 degree cameras are you only wanting priced Multi-Sensor 360 degree cameras with (4) 
lenses/imagers built into (1) Camera? Same question for the Interior 360 models: did you want the bidders to 
price using the model with the Multi-imager with (4) Lenses/imagers built into (1) camera or are you open to 
pricing for a 360 Panoramic exterior camera with a fisheye lens that can be dewarped in the Exacqvision 
software for the interior cameras as this is more common in the K-12 interior environments? 
A: As stated in the RFP, 360 degree cameras should consistent of 4 independently adjustable sensors. The 
AXIS P3707-PE camera is an example of what we are looking for. Your response does not have to include that 
model. Any camera that meets the specifications laid out in the RFP, and copied below, will be acceptable. 

● 360-degree cameras with individually aimable elements 
● 1080p video with 2-megapixel resolution 
● Day and night functionality 
● Variable focus lens with remote focusing; remote PTZ on 360-degree cameras 
● Powered via PoE 
● Local storage capability 
● Vandal-resistant housing for all cameras and environmental-resistant housing for exterior cameras 
● All cameras must include edge recording capabilities 

 
 
 
Q: Confirming Axis Communications is the District’s Preferred Camera Manufacturer for this project? Are there 
specific camera models? 
A: Yes, Axis Communications is the preferred camera manufacturer, but any cameras that meet the 
specifications detailed in the RFP will be considered. No specific camera model is required. 



Q: Exacqvision NVR: Are you sure this server is large enough to handle up to (7) of these Multi-Imager higher 
resolution cameras & still give you at least 30 days of storage? 
A: Yes, we are confident in our selection of NVR model. 

Q: Are the licenses professional or enterprise licenses? 
A: Licensing for the server and cameras should be professional licenses and not enterprise. 

Q: Will cabling be provided by cabling contractor? 
A: Yes, all cabling including patch cables will be provided by the cabling vendor. 

Q: In the event of an issue with the cabling who will be required to fix it? 
A: Any issues with the cabling will be the responsibility of the cabling vendor to resolve. It will be incumbent for 
the selected camera installer to promptly notify the owner of any concerns about cabling, penetration, etc. 

Q: Will cable test results be available before camera installation? 
A: Yes, they should be. If there is a delay in owner receiving the test results from the cabling vendor we will 
notify the selected camera installer. 

Q: Who is responsible for running patch cables for all cameras? 
A: Patch cables will be provided by the cabling vendor. The act of patching into switches and patching 
cameras into the cable runs will be the responsibility of the camera installer. 

Q: Will the Cabling Contractor provide all of the camera fiber media convertors at the poles if required due to 
distance limitations on the cabling or other non-camera related equipment? 
A: Media converters, extenders, or any other related equipment will be the responsibility of the cabling vendor 
and are not in your scope. 

Q: Will cabling be located where the camera is supposed to be mounted? If not what will be required from 
camera contractor to get it in its final location? Conduit, additional cable, drilling through walls etc.? 
A: The cabling vendor will leave a 6 foot service loop at the end of all cables at the marked locations with a 
biscuit block jack. They will provide patch cables for both ends of the connections and carry out all exterior 
penetrations. The cables for exterior cameras will be left inside the building so the camera installer will need to 
pull them out through conduit that was installed by the general contractor. Pull string will be in place in those 
conduits. 

Q: When will on-site walk-through be scheduled? 
A: An on-site walkthrough for the selected camera installer will be scheduled with that provider following the 
contract award on 3/13/19. 

Q: For a small business that does not have 2 years of audited financials, what other documentation will satisfy 
the financial information requirement? 
A: Respondents are required to satisfy the financial reporting requirements as described in the RFP. 






